Dopamine has a critical role in photoreceptor degeneration in the rd mouse.
Photoreceptors receive paracrine input from dopaminergic interplexiform cells. Rod photoreceptors in the rd mouse degenerate rapidly due to a specific gene defect. We investigated the effects of dopamine on rd mouse photoreceptors in retinal organ culture. Retinas were harvested from rd or wild-type mice at postnatal day 2 and grown in organ culture for 27 days. When antagonists for either D(1)- or D(2)-family dopamine receptors were added to the media, photoreceptor degeneration was blocked. Furthermore, when dopamine was depleted by the addition of 6-hydroxydopamine and pargyline, photoreceptor survival appeared comparable to wild-type retinal cultures. The addition of a dopamine agonist induced photoreceptor degeneration in dopamine-depleted rd organ cultures. In all cases, photoreceptors maintained robust staining of opsin. These results demonstrate that dopamine antagonists or dopamine depletion blocks photoreceptor degeneration and that dopamine is necessary for photoreceptor degeneration in the rd mouse retinal organ culture model, indicating that dopamine antagonists may represent a therapeutic strategy in retinal degenerative disease.